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Secondary loan stats

Euro
All loans denominated BB B

Total returns

Week ended 11/10/22 0.87% 0.88% 0.88% 0.92%

Week ended 11/3/22 2.00% 2.02% 1.48% 2.24%

Month to date 11/10/22 1.71% 1.73% 1.55% 1.85%

Year to date 11/10/22 -4.04% -3.83% -1.04% -4.27%

Year to date 11/10/21 4.34% 4.20% 2.37% 4.06%

Market value returns

Week ended 11/10/22 0.74% 0.76% 0.75% 0.79%

Week ended 11/3/22 1.88% 1.90% 1.38% 2.12%

Month to date 11/10/22 1.53% 1.55% 1.38% 1.67%

Year to date 11/10/22 -7.65% -7.38% -4.14% -7.90%
Year to date 11/10/21 1.09% 0.99% -0.15% 0.74%

Average discounted loan spread (E+)
As of 11/4/22 644.40 627.14 459.75 634.23
As of 10/28/22 690.57 672.22 487.93 684.02

Average bid

As of 11/4/22 90.76 91.04 94.34 91.10

As of 10/28/22 89.34 89.63 93.36 89.53

Sources: Leveraged Commentary & Data (LCD)
Morningstar European Leveraged Loan Index (TR EUR, PR EUR)

Daily leveraged loan returns
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Risk and reward
A lower-than-expected inflation print in the US provided 
a boost for risk assets across the board this week. 
Leveraged markets had already started on the front foot, 
with Faurecia completing an unambiguously successful 
and twice-upsized €700 million offer of 3.5-year notes 
on Monday. CLOs also continue to be active, and a deal 
from Napier Park brought the total number of pricings 
over the past three weeks to eight. This continued 
to push secondary loan prices higher, amid only the 
thinnest smattering of primary supply. 

Loan volume for the last 30 days is €2.55 billion from five 
deals; high-yield volume is €2.48 billion from six deals.  
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Primary markets: Light touch

The rally in European secondary 
loans has yet to bring a return of 

meaningful primary supply, amid a 
deepening realisation that the rest of 
the year may only bring the lightest 
issuance.

Indeed, the Europe’s public syndication 
market opened up the week empty and, 
by Friday morning, it looked on course 
to finish the week similarly bare. There 
were a few pieces of news to break the 
torpor through the week though, and it 
emerged on Thursday that Caldic had 
priced a €200 million fungible add-on 
to its E+350 (grid-based) term loan due 
February 2029 at 92.5. 

This deal supports the cash element 
of the Advent-backed life sciences 
and speciality chemical distributor 
group’s merger with family-owned 
Connell. It will also repay revolver 
drawings and support other M&A add-
on and cash financing. The add-on had 
been expected since the merger was 
announced in mid-October, though a 
syndication was initially tipped. The firm 
is exposed to cyclical end-markets but 
its position in the middle of producers 
and customers makes it more resilient 
to economic pressure and higher energy 
prices. Caldic’s merger also brings a 
net deleveraging, as Connell owner 
Wilbur-Ellis will roll over equity into the 
combined group for a minority stake. 

This development brought a one-notch 
rating upgrade from both S&P Global 
and Moody’s, to B+/B2 (issuer) and B+/
B1 (issue), respectively, and so makes 

the firm an ideal target for CLO buyers. 
These players have brought an influx 
of liquidity into loans from a spate of 
pricings — eight in the last three weeks 
alone — seeking to take advantage of 
dislocation in secondary prices. The 
buying has taken the average bid in the 
Morningstar European Leveraged Loan 
Index (ELLI) from a low of 88.13 in 
mid-October to break through 91 for 
the first time since the end of September 
this week, at 91.12 by Thursday’s close. 
These levels also understate the strength 
of the rally, with many CLO-friendly 
names now easily in the mid-90s. 

That said, the force of the price spike 
threatens the arbitrage for new vehicles, 
and so could jam the CLO machine 
again just as it restarts. A modest 
request from a popular borrower 
such as Caldic is therefore a tempting 
prospect for lenders in early birds, 
thereby saving the borrower the need 
for a public syndication process (these 
have carried significant market risk in 
recent months). 

Pipeline empties
The primary pipeline emptied further 
this week when it emerged that the €500 

million term loan B from Danish telco 
TDC’s consumer arm is also placed. 
Barclays, HSBC, Deutsche Bank and 
SEB led the deal. TDC said Nuuday 
was close to signing the loan in its 
results presentation this week, with 
proceeds earmarked to pay euro and 
holdco dollar bonds at DKT Finance. 
Following a reorganization of the group 
earlier this year, Nuuday is one of two 
ring-fenced entities at TDC alongside 
TDC NET, the group’s infrastructure 
arm. TDC NET wrapped a €500 million 
offering of 5.056% sustainability-linked 
bonds due 2028 in November last year 
alongside a €1.4 billion TLA-1, a €900 
million TLA-2, a €100 million loan and 
€110 million in committed facilities.

News from Caldic and Nuuday further 
clouds the outlook for primary supply 
that was already looking far from clear at 
the start of the fourth quarter. Further add-
ons are expected to follow Caldic, with a 
€560 million term loan from French real-
estate group Emeria still outstanding. 
News of that deal first surfaced in the late 
spring, since when the deal is understood 
to have been in and out of early birds. 
Among other borrowers, Dutch artificial 
grass maker Ten Cate could yet return 

European loan volume and change — total, institutional, and sponsored

2022 2021 YoY Change 2022 2021 YoY Change 2022 2021
YoY 

Change

Buyout 20.05B 46.61B -57% Buyout 16.62B 38.56B -57% Buyout 20.05B 46.61B -57%
M&A (non-LBO) 9.77B 29.44B -67% M&A (non-LBO) 6.64B 27.50B -76% M&A (non-LBO) 6.17B 20.03B -69%
Total M&A 29.82B 76.05B -61% Total M&A 23.26B 66.06B -65% Total M&A 26.22B 66.64B -61%

Refinancing 15.95B 27.94B -43% Refinancing 6.34B 24.00B -74% Refinancing 2.45B 18.15B -86%
Dividend 2.78B 19.21B -86% Dividend 2.40B 16.00B -85% Dividend 2.73B 18.21B -85%
Other 0.01B 1.46B -100% Other 0.00B 1.23B -100% Other 0.00B 1.46B -100%
Total 48.56B 124.66B -61% Total 32.00B 107.29B -70% Total 31.41B 104.47B -70%

Source: Leveraged Commentary & Data (LCD)

Total volume Institutional volume Sponsored volume

Month ended 11/11/22 Oct-22 Sep-22 Last 7 deals
Spread (E+) N/A N/A 490 470
Floor (bps) N/A N/A 0 0
OID N/A N/A 92.75% 93.25%
Yield N/A N/A 7.56% 7.43%
Observations 1 1 7 7
Source: Leveraged Commentary & Data (LCD)

New-issue loan market, by the numbers
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with its €274 million add-on that was 
postponed in early October on weak and 
deteriorating conditions. 

Meanwhile, a strengthening and busier 
US market could provide some supply 
for Europe, and the take-private by 
Evergreen Coast and Brookfield of 
media information firm Nielsen is 
expected to come with a euro tranche. 
The borrower closed the secured bond 
portion of the structure this week 
through a $1.96 billion 6.5-year issue 
that priced to yield 11%. This still leaves 
a first lien loan financing that is guided 
to include a $2.5 billion TLA, a $3.35 
billion dollar TLB and €510 million 
in euros. Managers are hoping for a 
2022 launch, though the fear remains 
that a stronger US market could push 
the borrower to bypass Europe entirely 
in favour of an-dollar deal. In addition 
to the term loans, the capital structure 
includes a $2.15 billion second lien 
loan and a $650 million revolver. 

For Europe, arrangers’ progress in dealing 
with their deal overhang and the paucity 
of underwriting since the late spring 
means further buyout supply will be 
modest at best. Among the few remaining 
pre-invasion buyout underwrites hanging, 
sources hope the remainder of the debt 
backing CVC’s €4.5 billion buyout of 
Unilever’s tea business ekaterra will be 
settled this year.

The deal was first mooted a year 
ago, with financing consisting of a 
€2.075 billion first-lien term loan in 
euros and sterling alongside a €470 

million-equivalent Australian dollar-
denominated pre-placed second-lien 
loan. The borrower is understood to 
have already placed the roughly €500 
million first lien sterling portion with 
bank lenders and the group is now 
said, according to sources, to be out to 
a group of 13-15 credit funds. Sources 
are confident a price can be agreed here, 
though it is not clear whether there will 
be any paper left from the process for a 
wider syndication. 

In terms of other tickets, syndication of 
the roughly €2 billion cross-border loan 
backing the Advent and Lanxess joint 
venture buying DSM’s Engineering 
Materials business is tipped to be a 
2023 fixture, sources say. Syndicated 
markets also have to compete with 
other sources of liquidity, and CVC 
is expected to turn to bank lenders to 
support the debt backing its acquisition 
of sports nutrition provider The 
Quality Group. 

Refinancings in play
This all leaves refinancings, and work 
is going on with borrowers looking to 
extend their 2024 maturities. The need 
here is not huge though, with data from 
the ELLI showing European maturity 
pressure does build significantly until 
2025, before peaking in 2027. Even so, 
managers and bankers agree borrowers 
may be incentivised to move sooner 
rather than later given the uncertain 
liquidity support from aging CLOs. 

“We’ve done a lot of work on 
reinvestment periods and borrowers 

will need to be mindful of these as they 
manage their maturities,” said a banker. 
Typically a cashless roll will allow a 
CLO to commit when it is outside of its 
reinvestment period, though they cannot 
sign up to loans that take them past their 
final maturity. This will be increasingly 
important, bankers argue, given likely 
lumpiness in CLO creation means 
sponsors will have to clear their liquidity 
sources over the cycle. “Borrowers 
need to get a move-on for their 2024s 
and beyond,” said a manager. A banker 
agreed. “You don’t want to be forced 
issuer,” he added. 

CLO round-up: Value add
The value in European secondary loans 
has been behind much of the recent 
wave of CLO pricings, which resulted 
in €2.8 billion printed across eight 
deals over the last three weeks, at the 
latest count. However, while loan prices 
rallied off the back of this issuance, 
views are mixed on the prospects for 
further primary CLO activity — at least 
beyond those situations in the immediate 
pipeline.

“The CLOs that have been announced 
more recently have left us a little 
surprised,” commented one manager. 
“The secondary loan market three 
weeks ago made more sense for 
issuance than it does today. The Street 
has little inventory, and in our view asset 
sourcing is now a challenge.” 

“There are no primary loans at all, 
so completing the ramp looks almost 
impossible given how far prices 

Issuer name Launch date TLB size (million) TLB spread (E+) Offer price YTM % Total/1st Lien leverage
Caldic Oct 27, 2022 €200 350 92.50% 6.63% N/A / N/A
Ineos Group Ltd Oct 26, 2022 €800 400 96.50% 6.43% N/A / N/A
House of HR Sep 21, 2022 €1020 575 92.00% 8.72% N/A / N/A
Inetum Sep 15, 2022 €600 500 90.00% 8.47% N/A / N/A
Rovensa SA Sep 14, 2022 €387.5 525 95.75% 7.51% N/A / N/A
Veonet Sep 13, 2022 €160 475 93.00% 7.39% N/A / N/A
Konecta Sep 12, 2022 €400 575 92.00% 8.57% N/A / N/A

TLB primary issuance

Leverage is based on public sources
Source: Leveraged Commentary & Data (LCD)
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have moved on this,” said a second source, while a third 
concurred that the issuance window looks to have “pretty 
much closed”.

The average bid in the Morningstar European Leveraged 
Loan Index (ELLI) closed Nov. 10 at 91.12 (or 91.69 for 
single-Bs only), however this does not reflect the names 
preferred by CLOs, which are said to be around the 95 mark.

Despite this rally, some sources say an opportunity remains 
— particularly for those that managed to take advantage of 
the lower prices, at least to some extent. “Say you ramped 
60% of your portfolio at 91 and then 40% at 95, then it’s 
in a 93 context which is accretive to equity,” commented a 
fourth manager. “At 93 you have seven points’ pull to par, 
which is worth a tonne of IRR”.

Napier Park this week priced a €282 million static 
transaction — Henley CLO IX — after first marketing a 
static to investors during the summer. That original deal 
was postponed amid rising liability costs and a rallying loan 
market, however this time around the manager is understood 
to have been able to take advantage of asset prices, building 
a portfolio with an average purchase in the low-to-mid 90s, 
according to sources away from the transaction.

The deal, led by J.P. Morgan, features a one-year non-call 
period, while discount margins from the triple-A to double-B 
notes came in at 235/395/515/700/1,100 bps. The triple-A 
discount margin would appear to be a new market wide, with 
the caveat that it has not been uncommon for issue prices to 
remain undisclosed on some deals. With that in mind, CVC 
and Ares are the only two managers to have priced their triple-
As at par since Sept. 22, according to LCD data. 

While a number of market participants expressed their 
surprise over the scale of primary CLO activity following 
the LDI-fueled supply glut in the secondary market, 
primary deals would appear well-bid, as evidenced by 
recent volumes. Certain US accounts are said to be taking 
on a significant portion of investment-grade paper, while 
European bank treasuries remain active in the triple-A 

space, with one bank understood to have recently returned 
to the market, according to sources.

“Headlines about where triple-As widened to following LDI 
selling have perhaps spurred more interest,” commented the 
first manager, while noting there was an increased level of 
focus in the market.

Year-to-date new-issue European CLO volume stands at 
€23.6 billion from 60 deals, which while down from €33.3 
billion during the same period the previous year, exceeds 
the €22.1 billion full-year total in 2020. Indeed, the year-
to-date figure has already surpassed earlier predictions — 
including the €23 billion forecast by BofA Securities — and 
is expected to be exceeded further, with KKR and Tikehau 
among those looking to price soon.

Middle-market and direct lending
In a tough economic environment deals are coming under 
increased scrutiny from both sponsor and private debt 
funds, as financing options are discussed much earlier in the 
process. 

In this situation, debt funds are inevitably concentrating 
on their portfolios or making more conservative deals in 
protected sectors such as education, wealth management 

Priced CLO Arranger Size (€) Priced date AAA (Coupon)
Henley CLO IX DAC JP Morgan 282 09/11/2022 E+195
Dryden 103 Euro CLO 2021 DAC Natixis 382.9 04/11/2022 E+220
Ares European CLO XVI Bank of America 408 03/11/2022 E+220
CVC Cordatus Loan Fund XXVI Barclays Capital 410.1 03/11/2022 E+220
Arbour CLO XI Jefferies LLC 395.45 31/10/2022 E+208
Neuberger Berman Loan Advisers Euro CLO 5 Credit Suisse 295.10 31/10/2022 E+209
Grosvenor Place CLO 2022-1 BNP Paribas 342.55 28/10/2022 E+200
Barings Euro CLO 2022-1 DAC Goldman Sachs 301.5 24/10/2022 E+199
Adagio X EUR CLO DAC Barclays Capital 324.75 14/10/2022 E+205
Penta CLO 12 Morgan Stanley 291.05 04/10/2022 E+210
Source: Leveraged Commentary & Data (LCD)
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and technology, or even infrastructure deals, a debt advisor 
explained. 

“What makes a good deal is capital, raw material and 
people, and at the moment there is a lack of all three,” the 
same person said. “So the context is completely different 
from what we had nine months ago. This time around there 
won’t even be state loan aid,” they added.

A debt adviser was also cautious. “Before you sold your 
company, you would recap or refinance,” they said. “Now it 
would be the last thing to do given the price of financing. So 
we are in a completely different context. However, there is 
no need to cry before we actually get hurt.” 

Covenant test
The market is also getting nervous as quarterly covenants are 
tested. “Nobody wants a covenant breach,” said one source.

And as a debt specialist explains: “Usually the test is every 
three months, and you have around 45 to 60 days to give the 
status of your covenants, so in mid-November, we are right 
in the middle of it.” 

Aymen Mahmoud, partner at MacDermott, Will & Emery 
said: “As credits look to their covenant testing and 
compliance certificates, there will be some business impact 
drawn from inflationary pressures, whether in terms of 
wages, energy costs, raw materials or otherwise. 

“There may also be some irritation caused by volatility 
of FX rates and this is completely aside from increased 
interest-rate pressure or deteriorating market conditions 
more generally. This will invariably lead to many businesses 
needing some form of short- or long-term fix. We are already 
seeing cases of extensions to maturity and corresponding 
upward re-pricings of facilities. That emergent theme will 
likely punctuate amendment processes for the medium term, 
while access to the debt markets remains constrained for 
credits showing signs of stress.” 

Dry powder
Funds will also try to be conservative with their dry powder 
in case of difficulties in raising more funds. Unither’s 
financing this week provided an illustration of lenders’ 
caution in not putting too much of their dry powder into 
one deal by clubbing or syndicating their commitment. The 
acquisition of Unither Pharmaceuticals by a consortium of 
investors is supported by a unitranche provided by Arcmont 
and Barings. Both direct lending funds will syndicate the 
unitranche to other direct lenders. 

The company was marketed at roughly €90 million 
EBITDA during the sale, with debt leverage at around 4.5x, 
while the debt totals around €440 million. Ardian sold a 
majority stake in Unither, a specialist in the development 

and manufacturing of sterile unit-doses, to a consortium of 
new and existing investors comprising GIC, IK Partners, 
Keensight and Parquest, and led by Eric Goupil, CEO of 
Unither. The company runs seven manufacturing sites in 
addition to its Research and Development center, and is 
present in France, the United States, China and Brazil.

Another example of direct lenders getting together is the 
Neopharmed deal, which is also a good sign for the direct 
lending market, given it comes in a country where sizable 
deals are usually backed with bonds.

The sale of Neopharmed Gentili, an Italian specialist in 
therapeutic drugs, was awarded to investment firm NB 
Renaissance. However, seller Ardian will remain invested 
in the company. Both investors will have a similar stake. 
The new LBO will be financed by a unitranche of roughly 
€700 million provided by CVC Credit, GSAM, Arcmont 
and Macquarie. There will also be an undrawn facility of 
roughly €150 million. The firm was marketed off EBITDA 
of roughly €115 million. 

The company was put up for sale back in February via a 
Goldman Sachs-led auction. Ardian purchased a majority 
stake in Neopharmed in November 2018, and at the time 
of the sale to Ardian, the company had annual EBITDA 
of roughly €45 million. That sale was supported by a club 
deal of €260 million made up of banks and one direct 
lender. Neopharmed Gentili operates in the vascular, cardio-
metabolic, respiratory, antibiotic and over-the-counter drug 
markets in Italy. The company was founded in Milan in 2011 
after the fusion of two firms, Gentili and Neopharmed.

Strong fundraising 
However, despite concerns about headwinds in the market, 
it seems fundraising is still going strong — as was illustrated 
by the Ardian’s fundraise this week. Ardian has raised €5 
billion for its fifth-generation Private Credit platform, 
which aims to provide alternative, flexible financing to mid-
market businesses across Europe. The fundraise exceeds the 
initial €4 billion target size, according to an announcement, 
and represents a 70% increase from the firm’s previous 
generation which raised €3 billion in 2020. 

Completed within 12 months, the fundraise gathered 
commitments from a diversified and global LP base. 
Ardian says the platform attracted more than 130 investors 
— including 34 new investors to the firm — drawn from 
19 different countries across the Europe, Asia and North 
America comprising mainly major insurance companies 
and pension funds, as well as endowments and foundations, 
government agencies and high-net-worth investors. The 
platform includes commitments from separately managed 
investor mandates, which will invest in parallel to the 
commingled fund.

— David Cox, Francesca Ficai, Michael Rae
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High-yield market: Big deal

Faurecia this week brought the largest fixed-rate bond deal 
since January and the first deal from a double-B rated 

borrower since July, with a €700 million 3.3-year unsecured 
bond which almost concludes the refinancing of the €4.2 
billion bridge-to-debt facility put in place in August 2021 
to finance its €5.4 billion acquisition of German rival Hella. 
The French auto-parts group, rated BB/Ba2/BB+, was in the 
market with what was essentially a non-fungible add-on with 
an identical maturity to its outstanding 3.125% unsecured 
bond due 2026, which was prior to launch of the new deal 
trading just below 90 cents for a yield of roughly 6.25%. 

The bookrunner group led by BNP Paribas and Societe 
Generale on Monday outlined plans for a €400 million bond 
which was to price the following day, but was then upsized 
to a minimum of €550 million when IPTs were set at 7.5% 
area, with timing accelerated to the same day. 

The deal eventually landed at the tight end of 7.250-
7.375% guidance, but still with a chunky 75 bps new-issue 
concession, before breaking nearly a point higher on the break 
in a 100.75/101.75 market. Banks involved in the Faurecia 
deal did not disclose the book size, but said it was “broadly 
participated [in]” across the high-yield market, with only a 
smattering of allocations to investment-grade accounts.

The view from the buyside was that the company left enough 
premium on the table in a bid to upsize the transaction, although 
one banker involved said it would be difficult to get even a 
small deal away without a large premium over the existing 
bonds. “We wanted to achieve size and de-risk the bridge,” said 
one source. “It’s difficult to say how much the yield could have 
been reduced if we had pushed down the size.”

Short duration
The other notable feature here was the short duration. 
Not only did the bond land alongside an identical existing 
maturity, but it also came a year inside the debut €1.2 billion 

2.75% sustainability-linked bond due 2027, which Faurecia 
sold this time last year as it began to refinance the Hella 
bridge loan. According to LCD data, the 3.5-year maturity 
represents the shortest tenor in Europe since November 2021 
when Germany’s Lufthansa sold a two-year bond alongside 
a 5.5-year note at 1.625%. 

“With Faurecia being a well-known issuer and seemingly having 
to offer so little extra coupon on this new deal, we might wonder 
why it didn’t opt for a longer bond,” Felipe Villarroel, partner 
and portfolio manager at TwentyFour Asset Management 
wrote in a Nov. 8 blog post. “In our view, that decision tells us 
management thinks current yields are temporarily high, but that 
they will not stay at these levels for long.” 

While not disputing this claim, a source involved said the 
short maturity was simply a way to achieve a lower coupon 
and a cheaper cost of debt. The 7.5% paper landed close to 
where Faurecia’s 2027 bond was trading, so a similar new-
issue premium suggests a yield well above 8% for a more 
conventional maturity. Faurecia’s longest-dated bond due 
2029 was yielding 7.7% on Nov. 8, Villarroel noted in the blog. 

As well as the short-duration structure of the deal, Faurecia 
also returned to market this week after several other efforts to 
replace its bridge facility. Fresh from tapping equity investors 
via a €705 million rights issue in June, the company in July 
signed a €315 million seven-year loan through the EIB, and 
in September signed a $210 million-equivalent loan across 
dollars and Mexican pesos via seven Latin American banks.

“Faurecia took action before the tide turned,” said one 
investor, referring to the firm’s 2.75% bond. “Since then, 
they got creative and that put them in a position where they 
only had €900 million left to fund — meaning that when 
they do return to the bond market, it is opportunistic.”

This combination of factors means investors could look past 
what was otherwise a tough week for Faurecia’s bonds, with 
its 2.75% notes having fallen as much as four points after the 
company’s capital markets day, in which it lowered its sales 
target and increased leverage forecasts for 2025. 

— Thomas Beeton

€ billion This week Last week Change
Volume (pro forma) € 0.70 € 0.06 € 0.64
Trailing 4-week average € 0.36 € 0.19 € 0.18
Flow-name price 85.16 82.66 2.50
Flow-name yield (%) 7.54 8.26 -0.72 

YTD issuance 2022 2021 Change
Volume € 20.29 € 120.94 € -100.65

High-yield stats

Source: Leveraged Commentary & Data (LCD)

Note: Current week is pro forma for any paper expected to price on Friday
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Secondary markets: Data bank

A surprise undershoot on US inflation data on Thursday 
proved the catalyst needed to drive risk assets a leg 

higher this week, with CPI growth slowing to 7.7% in 
October and undershooting economists’ forecasts for the 
first time since July. 

This data showed the lowest pace of price rises since January, 
and naturally led analysts and investors to double down on 
hopes that the Fed could begin to lower the pace of interest-
rate rises despite a strong US labour market. 

In high yield, the rally helped the iTraxx Crossover push below 
500 for the first time under the current series, with the index of 
European credit default swaps at the time of writing quoted at 
468 bps, or 65 bps tighter than where it began the week. Euro 
high-yield cash meanwhile rose by up to a point across the 
board this morning, say market sources, who also reported a 
renewed bid for duration and large clips in the 10-year bucket. 

“It’s not a great surprise that we finally got an undershoot on 
the inflation print but the market has really wanted to rally 
and with no inventory, prices have really moved up,” said 
one trading source. 

This might be true across asset classes, but high yield in 
particular is buoyed by a strong technical due to historically 
high cash balances, a spike in bond redemptions and tender 
activity, and attractive valuations. Sources say the wave of 
CLO pricings is also pushing up prices in bonds as well 
as loans, with managers said to be increasingly looking at 
fixed-rate bonds. 

Third-quarter earnings are also surprising to the upside, with 
strong reports from borrowers such as Coty, Recordati 
and Schaeffler pushing their bond prices up this week. 
Meanwhile, disappointing results from Ontex and Telecom 
Italia did not have a huge impact on their debt, although 
Schoeller’s 2024 notes have fallen to around 77.5-bid, 
according to Tradeweb. 

In the latter case, this level is down from 79.75/81.25 at the 
beginning of the week after the packaging group announced 
EBITDA had fallen by 54% in the third quarter due to lower 
revenue, negative stock revaluation and cost savings. But 
overall the consensus is that earnings have helped support 
the bond rally. “The newsflow for single names remains 

rather positive for the Euro high yield market in our view,” 
Spread Research analysts wrote in a Nov. 10 report. 

Rally round 
The rally in secondary loans also continued apace this 
week, as CLOs chased assets in a new-issuance free market. 
This dynamic pushed the average bid on the Morningstar 
European Leveraged Loan Index (ELLI) up through 91 
for the first time since late September, to reach 91.12 by 
Thursday’s close. For well-rated and performing names the 
strength of this bid has taken prices up even further, and well 
into the mid-90s now. “CLOs are chasing the same 150 or 
so names and with a lack of general inventory these credits 
keep squeezing tighter,” said a trader. 

This strength has led to more two-way flows with some 
profit taking here and there, sources note. Given the buying 
appears to be more or less entirely CLO-driven, the rally 
is not, however, widening to the same extent as in high 
yield — though sources note more interest further down 
the credit spectrum. “Managers are starting to reassess 
more discounted opportunities, which has seen a select bid 
emerge,” noted one account. 

That said, the rally clearly threatens the arbitrage for further 
CLO creation, especially when the current crop of deals are 
priced. But rather than look too far down the value curve, 
traders note more signs of renewed CLO interest in high 
yield and not just in FRNs. The CLO technical through the 
month has been enough to ensure loans have outperformed 
high yield — or at least that was the case until this mid-
week, when the lower-than-expected inflation print in the 
U.S. provided a boost for all risk assets. 

The overall bid should encourage more supply in primary, 
though high yield is expected to take the lead here. Loans 
look set to be quieter amid a relatively thin pipeline, and 
some nervousness among arrangers about the depth of 
liquidity away from CLOs. “The market is clearly stronger 
but I think a lot of investors are still focused on secondary 
opportunities rather than new issues,” said one banker, who 
added the amount of new M&A underwriting now is “zero”.

This still leaves a clear opportunity for add-ons, and it 
emerged this week that Caldic had wrapped a €200 million 
fungible increase to its E+350 term loan due February 2029 
at 92.5 in early birds. The enlarged deal moved up on the 
follow to be quoted at around a 93.125-bid earlier today. 

“I suspect we’ll continue to see small, select add-ons 
announced to market, as priced through early bird processes,” 
said a manager. 

— Thomas Beeton, David Cox

Name Issue Issue 
price

Break 
price

New-issue 
yield

Break 
yield

Forvia Senior Notes 100.00 101.25 7.25% -

90-day average 97.05 97.27 9.50% 11.75%

Source: Leveraged Commentary & Data (LCD)

High-yield break prices
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Morningstar European Leveraged Loan Index (ELLI)

Total returns * ALL LBO € € LBO BB B Weighted avg. bid ALL LBO € € LBO BB B
Week ended 4/11/22 1.54% 1.63% 1.64% 1.76% 1.08% 1.73% As of 4/11/22 90.52 90.05 90.78 90.34 94.34 91.06
Week ended 28/10/22 1.36% 1.34% 1.31% 1.28% 1.35% 1.47% As of 28/10/22 89.13 88.57 89.40 88.86 93.36 89.37

As of 3/11/21 98.75 98.72 98.78 98.76 99.42 99.17
31/12/2019 - 4/11/2022 -4.99% -5.41% -4.59% -4.97% -1.99% -5.24%
31/12/2018 - 3/11/2021 4.52% 4.98% 4.06% 4.44% 2.43% 4.26% Par outstanding (in billions)

As of 4/11/22 € 274.1 € 221.2 € 259.4 € 207.6 € 36.9 € 204.0
Market-value returns As of 28/10/22 € 273.9 € 221.0 € 258.9 € 207.1 € 36.9 € 203.4
Week ended 4/11/22 1.53% 1.64% 1.53% 1.64% 1.05% 1.72% As of 3/11/21 € 260.2 € 202.5 € 246.7 € 190.1 € 38.0 € 195.6
Week ended 28/10/22 1.13% 1.08% 1.18% 1.15% 1.19% 1.25%

Market value (in billions)
31/12/2019 - 4/11/2022 -8.25% -8.75% -8.01% -8.48% -4.83% -8.53% As of 4/11/22 € 248.1 € 199.2 € 235.5 € 187.6 € 34.8 € 185.8
31/12/2018 - 3/11/2021 1.02% 1.27% 0.92% 1.15% -0.19% 0.68% As of 28/10/22 € 244.1 € 195.7 € 231.4 € 184.1 € 34.4 € 181.8

As of 3/11/21 € 257.0 € 199.9 € 243.7 € 187.8 € 37.8 € 193.9
 Interest returns
Week ended 4/11/22 0.11% 0.12% 0.11% 0.12% 0.10% 0.12% Number of facilities
Week ended 3/11/21 0.07% 0.07% 0.07% 0.07% 0.06% 0.07% As of 4/11/22 424 345 390 314 51 288

As of 28/10/22 423 344 389 313 51 286
31/12/2019 - 4/11/2022 3.79% 3.92% 3.72% 3.84% 3.11% 3.83% As of 3/11/21 414 330 381 300 54 291
31/12/2018 - 3/11/2021 3.14% 3.28% 3.11% 3.25% 2.46% 3.22%

Weighted average discounted STM (bps) Average tenor
4/11/22 644.40 674.36 627.14 654.15 459.75 634.23 As of 4/11/22 4.32 4.33 4.37 4.39 4.39 4.47
31/12/21 457.36 472.39 451.20 465.38 378.13 452.23 As of 31/12/21 4.79 4.76 4.83 4.81 5.06 4.84

* The total returns for the multicurrency indexes are composed of market value, interest and currency components.
Source: Morningstar European Leveraged Loan Index (TR EUR, PR EUR)

The ELLI distress ratio — defined 
as the share of performing loans 

trading below 80 — rose to 8.87% in 
October, from 6.08% in September.

Using a start date of Dec. 31, 2003, the 
Sharpe ratio for the ELLI (based on total 
return excluding currency) was 0.50 at the 
end of October, steady from September. 
The Sharpe ratio for the MLEHY at the 
end of October was 0.53, a slight increase 
from September’s level of 0.52.

LCD European flow names
The average bid of LCD’s European 
loan flow-name composite rose 101 
bps during the week ended Nov. 10, to 
93.32% of par. LCD’s broad secondary 
composite — which reflects a wider 

universe of deals — rose 27 bps in the 
week ended Nov. 10, to 89.05%.

U.S./Europe comparison
The average bid of LCD’s U.S. loan 
flow-name composite increased 70 
bps during the week ended Nov. 10, to 
96.38% of par. 

The gap between the average bids of the 
U.S. and European flow-names widened 
31 bps, with European names trading at 
a discount to U.S. names since the May 
13 reading.

The average bid/ask spread for the U.S. 
flow names widened 6 bps to 74 bps, 
while the average spread to maturity 
across the U.S. flow-name composite 

tightened 21 bps to L+421. The average 
spread to maturity of the European 
composite currently leads its U.S. 
counterpart by 181 bps.

The U.S. flow names are AkzoNobel, 
Avolon Aerospace, BMC Software, 
Asurion, CenturyLink, Charter 
Communications, Grifols, Hub 
International, ICON, Medline 
Industries, Pilot Travel Centers, 
Scientific Games, Univision, Virgin 
Media and Zayo Group.

The European flow names are 
AkzoNobel, Cerba, EG Group, 
Merlin, Numericable, Sivantos, 
Techem, TK Elevator, T-Mobile 
Netherlands and Verisure.
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